
READS NASSAU STREET THESIS BINDING

We guarantee same day printing and binding. You can order and pay Thank you. CLICK HERE to Upload my Thesis
now to Reads Setanta Centre, Nassau St .

Eventually got my "cheaply" bound wad given to me Once I finally got assistance, the employee was certainly
nice and got the job done, but It shouldn't have been nearly so difficult. For designers I highly recommend that
you double an triple check your work before payment because they don't make a habit of letting you know if
anything turns out not exact to your files submitted. If you have more than the max pages for your binding
type please select 2 or more books per thesis. Street parking off Molesworth street and there is a parking
garage around there too. Our Thesis Printing: Soft bound theses take a minimum of 2 - 3 hours to complete
Hard bound theses will be ready 4 hours after you order. Not gonna use their service anymore. However, I
decided to give them another go this week and was again let down by the quality of the work. Any reasonable
competitor would likely bankrupt this business. I particularly liked that I could design my business card using
their website, use my own logo, and not have to go through a physical person. I was told that was no problem
at all. Their " Ticket Number" Queuing system is unbelievably slow. I wasn't going to be in town that day a
thursday and asked if I could come in over the next few days. Once your books are ready, just come to our
store to collect and pay. As an architect I am constantly getting plans printed and have learned through
repeated bad experiences to avoid reads. Contrasting to the diabolical service at Reads. Just goes to show you
their standards. Probably because I hate the graphic design and the poor printing for their own stuff My
business cards were ready in less than 48 hours. The quality for poster's colors are high quality, but the service
there is terrible, you wait a long time, several time they forgot to print one pages of my folder or last time the
end of very pages didn't print. This allows us to offer an extremely quick service, while also offering
assistance to anyone in need. Not to mention the ticketing system is not well implemented and confusing. I
often tend to work in pints when working out the value of things Especially the international staff-members
who have poor English. It can be a bit mental sometimes as they are always running around the place trying to
get so much work done. One off-note is that the cards were not ready at the time I was told they were so
someone did a bit of a rushed job in cutting them, some have slightly rough edges Unfortunately, Reads
doesn't. Save your completed file as a PDF. He didn't go out of his way either to fix my problem and just
expected me to print my card half finished. Only ever visited here once to collect a poster for a college
presentation and almost every staff member I spoke to had some attitude problem. Extremely rude demeanour
and not helpful at all.


